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LV DIN EARTH SET - 1115281041T
- FOR FUSE OUTLET

This earthing set is designed for earthing of LV DIN 
fuses.  The set consists of short-circuiting cartridges, 
short-circuiting Cu cables in transparent insulation, 
earthing Cu cable, earthing clamp and insulating pole 
enabling you to safely attach the set.  The insulating 
pole is made of glass fibre laminate which is suitable 
for its high electrical and mechanical resistance and 
stability.  The set is suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use and is produced according to standards CSN EN 
61230, IEC 1230, PNE 35 9705, DIN 46 235.

Maintenance Requirements
The earthing set must be kept in good condition, 
it must not be mechanically damaged.  Its surface 
must remain clean and dry.  During storage, the 
earthing cables must also remain dry.  A visual check 
must be carried out before every use.  This unit 
must be periodically tested in accordance with NZ 
requirements.
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Key
1 - Short-circuiting cartridges
2 - Insulating pole (model P)
3 - Earthing clamp
4 - Short-circuit cables
5 - Earth cable
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Technical Data

Climatic group Normal from -25 to +55°C Pole material Glass fibre laminate

Rated short-time withstanding current 6 kA/1s 8.5 kA/0.5s
Cross section of cable

25 mm² short-circuiting

Length of pole 350 mm 25 mm² earthing

Length of handle 160 mm
Length of cable

500 mm short-circuiting

Equipment versions
801.001 - P (with insulating pole) 1500 mm earthing

- H (with fuse handle) Weight of equipment 4.5kg

Testing
This earthing set is type-tested according to standards CSN 
35 9700, PNE 35 9705, CSN EN 61230 and IEC 1230 by the 
authorised laboratory.  Each set is separately tested piece 
by piece before expedition and plumbed or labelled too.  
The plumb or label included the test date and the number 
of the authorised laboratory.

Packing
This earthing set is delivered in a sturdy plastic storage 
box.  Included in the box are instructions for use, function 
description and the quality and test certificate. 

Storage
This unit must be stored in a clean dry place in its plastic 
storage box to protect against mechanical damage.

Warranty
A 24 month warranty is provided on this product.  The 
warranty is limited to manufacturing defects only.

CAT No. 1115281041T


